FIGURE 23

International collaboration on S&E articles, for the 15 largest producers of S&E articles, by country or economy: 2018

Note(s)
Articles are whole-counted and classified by publication year and assigned to a country or economy by listed institutional address(es). Articles refer to publications from a selection of journals and conference proceedings in S&E indexed in Scopus. Articles are credited on a whole-count basis (i.e., each collaborating country or economy is credited with one count). An article is considered an international collaboration when there are institutional addresses for authors from at least two different countries. Domestic author(s) only include articles with a single author or multiple authors with institutional addresses from only one country. The numbers of articles from the “international collaboration” and “domestic author(s) only” categories do not sum to the total whole-count article number because some coauthored publications have incomplete address information in the Scopus database and sometimes cannot be reliably identified as international or domestic collaborations. For more information on Elsevier’s Scopus database, see https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus.
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